
Why choose Millboard?

Millboard
...the new generation of decking

Coppered Oak

Dirftwood

Champagne

DOORS - HARDWARE - JOINERY - TIMBER - MOULDINGS - DECKING - FLOORING - CLADDING - PLYWOOD - PANEL

Golden Oak

Limed Oak

Weathered Vintage

Weathered Driftwood

Millboard is a premium and unique decking product. 

It is made from polyurethane and does not contain 

any timber fibres. Millboard offers the natural look of 

timber with additional benefits ensuring your decking 

is maintenance free and exceptionally durable.

 Made using eco-friendly materials

 Maintenance free - requires no upkeep

 Highly anti-slip in the wet - R11 rating

 Does not rot, splinter or warp

 UV weather stable

 Resistant to food and drink stains

 Intricate natural woodgrain detail

 Invisible ‘lost head’ fixing

 Wide choice of designs and colours
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Enhanced Grain - Golden Oak

Weathered - Vintage

Enhanced Grain - Golden Oak



...the new generation in decking

Millboard Enhanced Grain Range

Width 
(mm)

Thickness 
(mm)

Length 
(m)

Max Span 
(mm)

176 32 3.6 400
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 BAYSWATER 144 Beechboro Rd South 9272 2555   

SUBIACO Home Base Expo 55 Salvado Rd 6380 6000      

MANDURAH 25 Hampton St 9583 8000   BUSSELTON 9 Trumper Dve 9752 7900   

BUNBURY 50 McCombe Rd 9724 8900  ALBANY 18 Merrifield St 9844 5200     

GERALDTON 315 Place Rd 9960 5000

www.mbsales.com.au    info@mbsales.net.au

Hand-finished, intricate detail capturing the charm of real 
timber...
Millboards are moulded from prime oak samples, replicating the beautiful 
qualities of original timber. Each board is hand-finished to reproduce the detail  
of natural wood with minimum repetition.

The new generation
The textured and resilient surface of the LastaneTM finished Millboard is unique 
in that it provides a tough, algae-repellent surface which greatly enhances slip 
resistance in wet conditions to provide a safe, natural looking ‘non-timber’ 
decking board. Due to Millboard’s non porous nature it needs little maintenance 
other than the occasional wash. It has a very stable composition and fade 
resistant finish ensuring a highly weather stable product, produced and finished 
to the highest standards. Millboard is well suited to the leisure industry including 
hotels, pubs, clubhouses, outdoor smoking facilities, as well as domestic use.

Sustainable
Made using a blend of recycled material that make use of hard-to-use waste 
and reclaimed natural minerals. The manufacture of Millboard helps to conserve 
the earths resources as well as reducing landfill, and helping conserve mature 
hardwood forests.

Millboard bullnose step edge
With an integral half round nosing moulded on the edge,  
the bullnose step edge provides a clean finish for step 
situations or to neatly cap the edges of your decking area.

Fixing
Millboard ‘lost head’ top fixing is easy and simple, and best 
of all no screws or nails are visible after fixing. Just screw 
straight into the board to attach to your joists, no pre-drilling, 
counter sinking or fiddling with clips. The unique LastaneTM 
material closes back over the Millboard Trimhead fixing, 
leaving a virtually indistinguishable hole.

Bullnose Step Edge - Enhanced Grain - Coppered   Oak

Enhanced Grain - Coppered Oak

Millboard Weathered Range

Width 
(mm)

Thickness 
(mm)

Length 
(m)

Max Span 
(mm)

200 32 3.6 400

Enhanced Grain - Golden Oak


